
CASE NUMBER:  CAS 138/08/2012 

 

WARNING STATEMENT 
 

 

 

I, William Nthate Pitsi  state in English: 

 

 

1. 

I am an adult male with identity number 650808 5356 083.  I am a member of the 

South African Police Service who is stationed at Mmakau Cluster OPS Centre.  In 

my just mentioned capacity I am duly authorized to depose this sworn affidavit.  On 

16-08-2012 at 06h00 I was called up to Marikana at Lonmin Mine and deployed at 

Holding Area 2 as the Commander. 

 

2. 

On 2012-08-15 during the day a large group of people assembled on a small 

mountain on the Lonmin Mine property  This gathering continued on the 2012-08-16 

and both these gatherings were unlawfull.  Police officers and members were 

deployed to negotiate with the group to lay down there arms, dangerous weapons, 

and to disperse.  

 

3. 

I was the Commander at a group of members, we were posted at Holding area 2 our 

purpose was to act as a reserve force and to deplay when needed.  



 

4. 

At about 15h40 I received an instruction from Brigadier Calitz who were the 

operational Commander.  He requested back up on the northern side of the 

deployment line.  My instructions was assist in the dispersing of the crown and to 

disarm where possible  I deployed my members all from public order policing (POP), 

we consisted of 4 Nyalas and one Casper.  We were suppose to push back a part of 

the group, illegal gatherers, towards the western side.  At this point an time another 

group were responsible to throw barbed wire fence in front of the participants.  (The 

group responsible for this action was Col Makubele of the public order policing).  

 

5. 

At 15h45 Brigadier Calitz gave instructions to Col Makubele to start to throw out the 

barbed wire.  After the barbed wire were throwen out, the participants moved 

towards the northern side.  I then gave instructions to my members to push them 

towards the western direction.  Instruction were given by Brigadier Calitz for the 

water canon to be dispatched and water must be sprayed towards the crowd.  

Although water were sprayed towards the crowd they continued to move towards the 

north eastern direction confronting our Nyalas. 

 

6. 

Stunt granades were thrown towards the crowd by the kept on moving and 

confronting the Nyalas.  Teargas and rubber bullets were thrown and shot at them, 

but the crowd continued moving and confronted the Nyalas.  While the crowd 

approached the Nyalas, about 5 meters from the Nyalas a few shots was fired 

towards the Nyala from the crowd.  

 

7. 



Immediately after the shots were fired from the crowd the TRT team deployed with 

us took over.  After this interaction by TRT the crowd moved backwards in a western 

direction.  We followed the retreat by them and started to disarm and arrest the 

group.  Most of the participants in this group were armed with dangerous weapons 

like pangas, spears, axes, knop kieries, sharpened rods.  Both units POP and TRT 

participated in the arrest of the participants of which all of the arrestees were 

photographed before they were loaded onto trucks, approxemately 260 people.  

 

8. 

The said arrestees were transported to Marikana SAPS for detention.  That is all I 

can declare. 

 

 

 
 WILLIAM NTHATE PITSI 
 
 
SIGNED AND SWORN TO atMARIKANA on this____dayof  SEPTEMBER 2012         
by the deponent who has stated that: 
 
a. He knows and understands the contents hereof and that it is true and correct; 
b. He has no objection to taking the prescribed oath;  and 
c. He regards the prescribed oath as binding on his conscience. 
 
Signed before me 
 
Commissioner of Oaths: 
 
 SIGNATURE 
Full Names: 
Capacity: 
Area: 


